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Solutions:�
The delivery men (I)

As proposed in Rosenschein and Zlotkin (1994):
Mixed All-or-Nothing Deals
The delivery men put all (reported) deliveries into one 

big set of deliveries (All-or-Nothing Deal) and then 
decide who does this big set based on tossing a 
weighted coin. The weights (i.e. the probability with 
which one of them will have to do the delivery) are 
based on the contribution of deliveries the men had. 
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Solutions:�
The delivery men (II)

Hiding a delivery:
In our example Agent 1 reported a delivery to f (walk of 

length 6) while hiding a delivery to b (walk of length 
2). Agent 2’s delivery to e required a walk of length 8 
and the largest possible walk is also of length 8. 

By assigning to Agent 1 the big delivery with 
probability 3/7 (= 6/14) and to Agent 2 with 4/7 (= 
8/14, based on the wrong info from Agent 1; instead 
of 1/2 (= 8/16) for both if reporting truthfully), 
Agent 1 has no gain, because (over 7 times having to 
do this), it has to walk 3*8 + 4*2 = 32, equal to Agent 
2 (4*8=32). 
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Solutions:�
The delivery men (III)

Phantom Delivery:
In our example, both agents had deliveries to b and c (b 

is twice as far as c, i.e. b=2c) and Agent 1 reported a 
phantom delivery to d (three times the distance to c, 
d=3c, but c is on the way to d).

Since Agent 1 claims double the work (b+c+d = 6c vs. b
+c = 3c) than Agent 2, it should do all required work 
with probability 2/3 (6/9, instead of 1/2). As a result, 
it has to do the deliveries more often than Agent 2 
(instead of as often), so that it is in fact worse off. 
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Solutions:�
Drivers and Pedestrians (I)

Change the utility matrix by appropriate laws
Assume that the initial utility matrix is
    Drivers
   fast  slow
         15         5
   10  15
          15               5
   9  9

Pedestr.
fast

slow
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Solutions:�
Drivers and Pedestrians (II)

New law: Driving fast is penalized by speeding tickets:
   utility -11
    Drivers
   fast  slow
           4         5
   10  15
           4          5
   9  9

In addition: some utility remains with law makers

Pedestr.
fast

slow
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Solutions:�
Drivers and Pedestrians (III)

New problem: how to enforce new law?
One solution (Rozenfeld and Tennenholtz (2007)): 
add mediators
in our case: policemen that collect the penalties (as their 

utility)
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General Remarks

  Despite permanently looking for loopholes, there will 
always be more that need to be fixed.

  The general strategy is to impose laws for a 
procedure that take away the incentive for cheating/ 
performing unwanted actions.

  Sometimes you cannot achieve every aspect of a 
wished behavior.

  Preventing loopholes results in more and more 
complex procedures!
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Semi-cooperate search

  Search is basic AI problem solving method
  Many concepts for cooperative problem solving are 

based on distributed search
  How can we modify these distributed search 

concepts to allow for individual goals of agents �
(i.e. make them competitive)?

 Semi-cooperative search
 For TECHS-based distributed search: �

stakeholder search
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Stakeholder Search: Setting 

with Al Fedoruk

  Large optimization problems, “optimum” not 

practical
  Many possible good solutions : choose one
  Competitive & cooperative MAS 
  Strategies, agent modeling, social environments & 

coalitions
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Land-use Planning (I)
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Land-use Planning (II)

•  Government led land-use planning
•  Stakeholder input: conservation, forest industry, 

resort industry, wild-life conservation, hunters & 
fishers

•  Government goal: maximize the public good
•  Stakeholder goals: maximize individual goal�


Limited time to complete the plan & �
Government has no resources

What to Do? 
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Land-use Planning (III)

Stakeholder Process


Let the stakeholders do the work!


  Why would they? 
 Perform work in exchange for influence on the 

outcome 
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Stakeholder Process

  Moderated by a chairperson
  Composed of stakeholders
  Series of rounds (as in TECHS): analysis/meetings

Solution chosen by the chair
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Stakeholder Search (I)

  Competitive MAS = Chair + Stakeholder Agents

  Chair agent
 Problem
 Scheme

 Interaction rules (e.g. number & length of 
rounds, structure of interactions)

 Constraints (e.g. valid solutions)
 Global Goal Function
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Stakeholder Search (II) 

  Stakeholder Agent
 Problem, Scheme, Global Goal Function
 Strategy

 Rules to determine tactics & actions
 Local Goal Function
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Ignore local goal Ignore global goal 

Stakeholder! 

Cooperative Competitive 

Stakeholder Strategies (I)
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Stakeholder Strategies (II)

  Tactics:
 Search control
 How to select solution(s) (or other information) to 

share
  Incorporate incoming solutions: 

 Add, ignore, add-if
 Withhold “good” solutions
 Form coalitions
 Model other stakeholders

 Observations and analysis of shared solutions
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Scheme

  Number of rounds: set or dynamic number
  Length of search phase and interaction phase
  Structure of interaction phase: 

 How many solutions?
 Exchange of solutions or dialogue

  Only valid solutions
  Solutions monotonically increasing wrt. global goal
  Disclosure of search derivation
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Competitive Agent Environments 

  Agent modeling 
 Classification into strategy classes

  Social Environment
 Scheme

  Coalitions
 Work together with agents that share goals
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Results

Coop Stake Comp 

Local Goal 
Global Goal 

Note: These results are post-empirical 


